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The notion of how cyber security can contribute to the pandemic has been limited to the 
provinces of the reduction of technology risk and fraud against corporate institutions.  
 
The past decade has shown how technology is able to disrupt other industry sectors, ex: Uber is 
a technology company that has disrupted the transportation sector; SpaceX is arguably as much 
a technology institution as it is a rocket company given the amount of computer sensors that 
have made it’s innovation possible; etc. 
 
It’s the cross pollination and polymathic thinking that has allowed technology companies to 
innovate beyond operational computing support and upkeep. In the realm of cyber security, it’s 
precisely the lack of this type of polymathic thinking that is preventing us from contributing to 
solutions that reduce deaths from the impact of the virus. 
 
In this document, we will explore actionable arenas where cyber security professionals can 
directly contribute to have a direct impact: 
 
1. First, we lay the foundations of understanding basics in the field of genetics and the 

COVID19 virus by exploring viable analogies between computer science and genetics.  
2. We then explore how the skillset of cyber security knowledge can be leveraged to promote 

solutions that find actionable insights from available COVID19 academic research and also 
develop the technology accelerators for genetic researchers.  

3. Finally, we explore how security engineering must take the lead in developing source code 
and protocols that will be vital in achieving contact-tracing at a global scale so that citizens 
and governments can move forward in accelerating the course to normalcy without 
sacrificing many lives. 

 

The Virus is Digital 
For those of us who aren’t genetic scientists, the academic vocabulary of virus research can 
appear to be a roadblock, which in turn limits the ability of technology and cyber professionals 
to contribute projects that are close to the bottom line. 
 
The good news here is that there is a significant analogical overlap of principles between 
computer science and biology which can be leveraged to quickly grasp foundational vocabulary 
as presented in the following sections. 
 
The Nucleotide as a Byte 
In computer science, a bit is the unit of digital information that can be a 0 or a 1, and a byte is a 
unit of bits that consist of eight bits.  
 



In biology, a nucleotide is the basic building block of RNA and DNA. In general, there are 4 main 
nucleotide bases: A (adenine), C (cytosine), G(guanine), and T (thymine). 
 
And so, it is possible to represent nucleotides using 2 bits, for example: A: 00, C: 01, G: 10, T: 
11. It then follows that 4 nucleotides can be represented in a single byte. 
 
The Genome as Bytecode 
Bytecode is a series of bytes, which in turn are comprised of bits, that are used by a computer 
as instructions to execute, i.e. an executable program. The executable bytecode consists of 
various sections, including functions that divide the program into different sequences of 
instructions. 
 
The genome is the entire set of instructions for a given virus (like the entire program) consisting 
of various genes that are a series of nucleotides that encode a specific protein, like how a 
function encodes specific series of instructions. 

 
Figure 1: The Coronavirus Bytecode (Genome) 

The Coronavirus bytecode (i.e. genome) shown in Figure 1 can be viewed and downloaded from 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947. 
 
 
 
 



Executable files have measurable sizes, for example the executable echo in a MacOS system is 
31 Kilobytes in size: 
 
$ ls -lh /bin/echo 
-rwxr-xr-x  1 root  wheel    31K Mar 17 08:42 /bin/echo 
 
Similarly, the size of the Coronavirus genome consists of approximately 29,903 bytes which is 
approximately 30 Kilobytes. Pretty close to the echo program!  
 
COVID19 Source Code Execution 
Computer executables have a defined file format. MacOS executables are of the Mach-O (short 
for Mach Object). Every MacOS executable begins with a header that describes the various 
characteristics of the file, followed by executable code, and data segments used by the 
program. 
 
Computer program functions in code follow a well-defined structure that clearly indicates there 
the function code begins so that the computer knows how to invoke it. In genetics, a similar 
concept, called Open Reading Frame (ORF)1 exist that contain a sequence of nucleotides that 
can be translated, i.e. produced into specific protons.  

 
Figure 2: The first function of the COVID19 source code 

 
1 Open reading frame: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_reading_frame 



A codon is a sequence of three nucleotides. The ATG codon, known as the start-codon2 signifies 
the start of an ORF in DNA (stop-codons3 can be TAG, TAA, or TGA). In Figure 2, the first ORF 
signified by the ATG start-codon is illustrated. This function, referred to as ORF1a, contains the 
first sequences of executable code onto the infected host once the viral genome is released4. 

 
Figure 3: The Covid19 EOF 

 
The viral genome ends with a sequence of 33 adenine (A) nucleotides known as the Poly(A) 
tail5. In some sense, computer files have End of File (EOF) sequences to signify the end of the 
file just like Poly(A). Furthermore, executable code in malware used to infect computers have 

 
2 Start codon: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Start_codon 
3 Stop codon: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop_codon 
4 SARS-CoV Genome translation: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severe_acute_respiratory_syndrome-
related_coronavirus#Genome_translation 
5 Poly(A) tail: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyadenylation 



instructions that cause for viral behavior, i.e. promote the source code execution of the virus. 
Similarly, the Poly(A) tail along with the first 265 nucleotides (i.e. everything before ORF1a) play 
a role in kick starting the virus code like the main() function of a malware executive would, in 
turn invoking other function code that performs things like keystroke logging, replication, etc., 
which in terms of the virus is the invocation of ORF1a and ORF1b along with other 
characteristics. 
 
The direct local correlation between DNA/RNA and computer byte code is well known. It is no 
surprise that nature and human intelligence decided to arrive at information simplicity, i.e. 
using bitwise representation to store and promote the interpretation of information.  
 
Furthermore, the quick study and understanding of plausible analogies between computer 
science (and therefore cyber security) and genetics will help reduce the barrier to entry of cyber 
security experts in contributing to solutions that require a cursory understanding of the 
vocabulary of genetics. Beyond this, Bioinformatics6 is a formal field that can be explored for 
deeper studies. Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field that develops methods and software 
tools for understanding biological data. 
 

Using the Cyber Security Skillset to Draw Actionable Insights 
The field of ML (Machine Learning) has fueled the advancement of technology in the recent 
years. It’s not only the advancements of mathematics behind ML algorithms that is the reason 
for the advancement of ML. It’s also the availability of large data sets on the Internet that has 
contributed to the efficacy of ML. 
 
COVID19 researchers, health care professionals, and governments around the world have been 
contributing an impressive amount of medical research and datasets to the public domain. 
Kaggle, is a crowd-sourced online data analytics platform that attracts a spectrum of 
contributors around the world to help solve challenges involving the analytics and prediction of 
data. Many of these challenges are sponsored by various institutions and involve a cash prize to 
the winner, ex: who comes up with the best ML model to describe the data. Other challenges 
are volunteer based to promote advancement towards a greater good. 
 
Kaggle is hosting a set of series of data modeling challenges7 to help in drawing insights from a 
dataset8 of approximately 51,000 coronavirus and COVID19 research articles.  
 
In the following paragraphs, we explore how cyber security skillsets can be leveraged to 
contribute to the Kaggle challenge. 
 

 
6 Bioinformatics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bioinformatics 
7 COVID-19 Open Research Dataset Challenge: https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/CORD-19-research-
challenge 
8 COVID-19 Dataset: https://pages.semanticscholar.org/coronavirus-research 



Invoking Malware Research to Locate Viral Variants 
In the challenge, one of the tasks posed to contributors is as follows: 
 
“What do we know about virus genetics, origin, and evolution? 
What do we know about the virus origin and management measures 
at the human-animal interface? Specifically, we want to know 
what the literature reports about: Access to geographic and 
temporal diverse sample sets to understand geographic 
distribution and genomic differences, and determine whether 
there is more than one strain in circulation. Multi-lateral 
agreements such as the Nagoya Protocol could be leveraged.” 
 
 
To contribute code for this task, it’d make sense to focus on how to write a computer program 
that can help in finding the percentage of similarity between the genome sequences of any 
given pair of viruses. 
 

 
Figure 4: Malware research paper 

 
In the academic paper “The MalSource Dataset: Quantifying Complexity and Code Reuse in 
Malware Development”9 (Figure 4), researchers describe the usefulness of an algorithm known 
as pairwise comparison10 to find similarities between source code files to detect malware 
variants. 
 
The use of the pairwise comparison algorithm appears extremely commonly in cyber security 
malware research. Malware authors continuously attempt to evade detection by changing 
some parts of their code to evade basic detection countermeasures. 
 
We can use our understanding of the use of pairwise comparison from this research to 
contribute code that can do the same for genomes of viruses. Assume that we have the 
following text files to work with: 

 
9 The MalSource Dataset: Quantifying Complexity 
and Code Reuse in Malware Development https://software.imdea.org/~juanca/papers/malsource_tifs.pdf 
10 Pairwise comparison: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pairwise_comparison 



 
1. cov2.txt containing the COVID19 genome (i.e. the sequence in Figure 2). 
2. mers.txt containing the MERS genome11. 
3. sars.txt containing the SARS genome12. 

 
 
Using Python, we read the files and output their length: 

 
SARS = SeqIO.read("sars.txt", "txt") 
MERS = SeqIO.read("mers.txt", "txt") 
COV2 = SeqIO.read(“cov2.txt", "txt") 
 
print('SARS:', len(SARS.seq)) 
print('COV2:', len(COV2.seq)) 
print('MERS:', len(MERS.seq)) 
 

Here is the output: 
 
SARS: 29751 
COV2: 29903 
MERS: 30119 
 

Next we import the Bio library that and the pairwise213 function (just like the COVID19 genome 
“library” includes the ORF1a function!) and perform the calculations: 

 
from Bio import pairwise2 
 
SARS_COV = pairwise2.align.globalxx(SARS.seq, COV2.seq, 
one_alignment_only=True, score_only=True) 
print('SARS/COV Similarity (%):', SARS_COV / len(SARS.seq) 
* 100) 
 
MERS_COV = pairwise2.align.globalxx(MERS.seq, COV2.seq, 
one_alignment_only=True, score_only=True) 
print('MERS/COV Similarity (%):', MERS_COV / len(MERS.seq) 
* 100) 
 
MERS_SARS = pairwise2.align.globalxx(MERS.seq, SARS.seq, 
one_alignment_only=True, score_only=True) 
print('MERS/SARS Similarity (%):', MERS_SARS / 
len(SARS.seq) * 100) 
 

 
11 Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus, complete genome: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/667489388 
12 SARS coronavirus, complete genome https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NC_004718.3 
13 Bio.pairwise2 documentation: https://biopython.org/docs/dev/api/Bio.pairwise2.html 



And we get the following results: 
 
SARS/COV Similarity (%): 83.33837518066619 
MERS/COV Similarity (%): 69.39141405757164 
MERS/SARS Similarity (%): 69.93714496991697 
 

It is easy to contribute code like this to the Kaggle challenge. This Kaggle user submission 
includes the code used in this section: https://www.kaggle.com/radenkovic/sars-cov-2-protein-
analysis/. Once the code is uploaded, other contributors can look at it and update it with their 
own contributions. Ultimately these submissions add to the database of algorithms and insights 
that can be used by medical researchers to advance their knowledge quicker. 
 
Natural Language Processing 
We’ve seen how easily known insights such as the knowledge of the pairwise algorithm from 
malware research can be applied by cyber security professionals. There are many other insights 
and skillsets that cyber security professionals have that can be applied. 

 

 
Figure 5: Kaggle COVID19 challenge 

 
The Kaggle challenge includes the task of helping sort through the thousands of available 
research papers by leveraging NLP (Natural Language Processing). Many professionals already 
possess a working knowledge of NLP because it is widely leveraged in cyber security. For 
example, here are some examples of cyber security publications: 



 
1. Artificial Intelligence in Practice: Securing Your Code Using Natural Language Processing:  

https://insights.sei.cmu.edu/sei_blog/2019/10/artificial-intelligence-in-practice-
securing-your-code-using-natural-language-processing.html 

2. Semantic Extraction from Cybersecurity Reports using Natural Language Processing 
(SecureNLP): https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/S18-1113.pdf 

3. Detecting malicious tweets in trending topics using a statistical analysis of language 
(NLP): http://nlp.uned.es/~lurdes/araujo/eswa13_malicious_tweets.pdf 

 
The use of NLP is vast and common in cyber security literature. Just like in the field of medicine, 
research on malware, phishing, and other common attack vectors are plentiful and NLP is the 
solution used to sort through the information. Cybersecurity products increasingly deploy the 
use of NLP to help cyber security operators query for security operations data rather than 
sifting through millions of lines of log files. It is clear that NLP knowledge used by cyber security 
professionals can directly be applied to solve important parts of the COVID19 challenge. 
 
The Notebooks of Life 
Kaggle has deployed the Jupyter14 notebook technology onto its platform to facilitate an 
interactive mechanism of contribution. Users can write interactive code using their web 
browser in addition to real time visualizations of code and data. 
 

 
Figure 6: Jupyter notebook contribution on Kaggle 

 
14 The Jupyter project: https://jupyter.org 



The screenshot in Figure 6 shows a user contribution15 to the COVID19 challenge using a 
Jupyter notebook. This contribution uses ML algorithms to predict growth of infections using 
previously and recently collected infection data. 
 

 
Figure 7: Jupyter notebooks built into Azure Sentinel 

Many cyber security tools also contain Jupyter notebooks that can be used by security 
researchers to query data and also help visualize the collected data. The Azure Sentinel16 
security tool is one example.  As shown in Figure 7, it enables Jupyter notebooks on its 
technology so that security researchers can write ML code and perform visualizations.  
 
It is easy to see how a cyber security professional who knows how to use a security product like 
Sentinel can directly apply ML and visualization concepts to assist with COVID19 research. 
 
From the arguments in this section, it’s clear that security professionals possess impressive 
skillsets and mindsets that can enable us to directly contribute in many areas of the pandemic 
research other than our traditional service mentality of helping reduce technology risk. 

 
15 COVID-19 Case Study - Analysis, Viz & Comparisons: https://www.kaggle.com/tarunkr/covid-19-case-study-
analysis-viz-comparisons 
16 Azure Sentinel: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/azure-sentinel/ 



 

The Quest for Contact Tracing 
South Korea has set an impressive example of leveraging contact tracing17 to flatten the curve 
of the COVID19 epidemic18. Even with the availability of increased testing, contact tracing 
efforts will need to be in place to reduce the amount of infections to accelerate the timeline to 
return to normalcy. Without effective contact tracing, there will be increased infections and 
deaths, even when a vaccine may come available. This is because a vaccine (earliest projected 
availability to the general public is Q1 of 2021) works on herd immunity and it will take time to 
administer it to citizens. 
 
The process of contact tracing is generally defined19 by 3 steps: 
 
1. Contact identification: Once someone is confirmed as infected with a virus, contacts are 

identified by asking about the person’s activities and the activities and roles of the people 
around them since onset of illness. Contacts can be anyone who has been in contact with an 
infected person: family members, work colleagues, friends, or health care providers. 

2. Contact listing: All persons considered to have contact with the infected person should be 
listed as contacts. Efforts should be made to identify every listed contact and to inform 
them of their contact status, what it means, the actions that will follow, and the importance 
of receiving early care if they develop symptoms. Contacts should also be provided with 
information about prevention of the disease. In some cases, quarantine or isolation is 
required for high risk contacts, either at home, or in hospital. 

3. Contact follow-up: Regular follow-up should be conducted with all contacts to monitor for 
symptoms and test for signs of infection. 

 
Steps 1. and 2. relating to contact identification and listing are clearly pain-staking and likely 
error prone. And so, the challenge we must work on is clear: A technology solution that 
accelerates and automates contact identification and listing at scale that is privacy forward. 
 
The following sections discuss the role of cyber security in directly helping implement solutions 
in this area. 
 
The Danger of the Traditional Privacy Mindset 
The idea of automating contact tracing using technology lends to the use of smartphones and a 
central repository where the list of infected individuals is stored. At first glance, this idea 
sounds grossly negligent because the privacy of individual health is a human birthright. 
 

 
17 How Contact Tracing Works And How It Can Help Reopen The Country: https://www.npr.org/sections/health-
shots/2020/04/14/833726999/how-contact-tracing-can-help-fight-coronavirus 
18 How South Korea Flattened the Curve: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/world/asia/coronavirus-south-
korea-flatten-curve.html 
19 Contact tracing: https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/contact-tracing 



Furthermore, the general mistrust of social networking and solutions that rely on individual 
data collection is understandable. Society has paid the price in terms of the compromise of 
private information and even to the extent of the assertion that many government elections 
have been influenced by adversaries. 
 
In the quest of finding a solution that preserves privacy, it may sound like a good idea to turn to 
professionals who have been practicing in the space. However, many privacy related 
professionals traditionally have formulated approaches that are grounded in the following 
notions: 
 
1. Never ending legal complexities: The ecosystem of privacy regulations comprising of 

examples such as GDPR, PCI, SOX, HIPAA, are cumbersome for organizations to track. Some 
of them have conflicting requirements, while others are vague and subject to the regulatory 
assessor’s point of view, and some requirements are too costly and infeasible to implement. 

2. Pascal’s Wager20: The continuous onslaught of regulations coupled with frequent privacy 
violations due to insecure design or implementation(s) makes it so that it the default 
recommendation to the public should be to not trust any solution or system that collects 
data. Like Pascal’s wager, the idea is that it’s less risky for a traditional privacy professional 
to just say it’s all bad and evil, just in case it turns out to be true because that’s when people 
will test the recommendation. And if the recommendation isn’t correct and no one’s privacy 
is compromised then there’s no harm done either. 

 
The dangerous notion of following along these principles is that, in the context of an epidemic, 
the result is not that of corporations having to increase their investment budget to fund more 
privacy expertise. The dangerous thing here is that this approach stifles any possible 
conversation on moving forward, let alone a solution. And this will cost lives. 
 
Privacy and cyber security professionals are used to analyzing a technical solution and finding 
weaknesses to help promote security and privacy. Given the importance of finding an effective 
solution in this case, cyber security professionals should not only provide recommendations to 
others but instead take full responsibility in designing the solution end to end. 
 
Solid Mathematics 
Any promising approach to a contact tracing technology solution that preserves privacy must be 
grounded in solid mathematics, i.e. the cyber security Science of cryptography. The solution 
must describe, in detail, how the principles of cryptography in the solution solve for the 
preservation of privacy. In this way, arguments against a proposed solution, or suggestions for 
improvements should also be grounded in mathematics. 
 
Apple and Google21 recently announced an end to end framework grounded in cryptography 
that is a viable solution that is worthy of a detailed analysis. 

 
20 Pascal’s Wager: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal%27s_wager 
21 Privacy-Preserving Contact Tracing: https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/ 



 

 
Figure 8: Key schedule 

 
Figure 8 illustrates the key schedule for the A+G protocol, explained as follows: 
 
1. Tracing Key: generated when contact tracing is enabled on the device. It’s a 32-bit key that 

is derived randomly (CRNG: Cryptographic Random Number Generator): 

tk ← CRNG(32) 

Note that the tracing key never leaves the device. 

 
2. Daily Tracing Key: generated every 24 hours that is derived from the Tracing Key: 
 

dtki ←HKDF(tk,NULL,(UTF8("CT-DTK")||Di),16) 

Note that Di is the number of the day (DayNumber). HKDF22 is the HMAC-based Extract-

and-Expand Key Derivation Function. 

 
22       HMAC-based Extract-and-Expand Key Derivation Function (HKDF) https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5869 



If the user tests positive and voluntarily informs the app, a subset of the Daily Tracing 
Keys (called Diagnosis Keys) are derived for the days the user could have been affected. 
These keys are sent to the central Diagnosis Server to keep track of affected users while 
preserving privacy. If the user never tests positive, the keys never leave the device. The 
Diagnosis Server is sent no information that would reveal the identity of the user. 

3. Rolling Proximity Identifier: Once the contact tracing feature is turned on, every user’s 
device broadcasts Bluetooth beacons and captures the beacons of other users in the 
physical vicinity they come to contact with. The Rolling Proximity Identifier calculation 
defined below is used to rotate the advertised beacons to preserve the privacy of the users 
from each other: 

RPIi,j ← Truncate(HMAC(dkti,(UTF8("CT-RPI")||TINj)),16) 

The Rolling Proximity Identifier is used broadcast over Bluetooth as part of this protocol. 

Once the solution is implemented and activated, each client frequently fetches all the list of 
Diagnosis Keys from the Diagnosis Server. Since the Diagnosis Keys are really sets of Daily 
Tracking Keys with their associated DayNumber, each of the clients will be able to re-derive the 
sequence of Rolling Proximity Identifiers they picked up which will tell them if they have come 
in contact with someone affected. This information stays on the user’s device and is not 
shared externally. In this way, the protocol preserves end to end privacy of the users while 
enabling contact tracing at scale. 

This protocol is a major step in enabling the automation of contact tracing at scale. Its clear that 
cyber security should take responsibility in designing solutions using the mathematics of 
cryptography in a way that directly contributes to lives being saved. 

Takeaways  
Its clear that the correlations between the fundamentals of biology and computer science make 
it easier for cyber security professionals to contribute to solutions that are closer to the field of 
medicine and health care. Furthermore, insights from cyber security research should be applied 
into advancing the progress needed to accelerate solutions during the pandemic. 
 
We are in a historic moment where cyber security must take responsibility and help produce 
and directly implement technology solutions such as contact tracing that are privacy forward, 
and in turn, save countless lives.  
 
This global situation will shift focus of computer science and cyber security towards relevance 
in biology. Organic life, as we know it, is the only way we know that can give rise to 
consciousness. This ability to be self-aware is what drives empathy. Living beings know what it’s 
like to suffer and know what it’s like for others to suffer. Ultimately, we want to preserve this 
candle of consciousness that helps us make sense of the cosmos, and the cosmos know itself. 



With the right amount of increased cadence in the field of cyber security, we can do more than 
just focus on code that drives technology. We ought to pay attention to one other code base. 
 
The source code of life. 


